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SPEAKY Project: Adaptive Tutoring System based

on Reinforcement Learning for Driving Exercizes

and Analysis in ASD Children

Moussa Nasir, Linda Fellus and Alexandre Pitti

Abstract—Intelligent tutoring systems are increasingly

effective for helping the teacher’s work with children.

However, these technologies are still poorly used for

cognitively impaired infants who display autistic spectrum

disorders and intellectual disabilities as they don’t adapt

easily to each infant. We propose an adaptive learning

system called SPEAKY for assisting the learning of lexicon

to children with the help of the tutor. SPEAKY present

a pair of images and questions of gradual difficulty to

each infant and adapt the set of images and questions

with respect to the child response. Depending on how their

tutors scored the child’s response, SPEAKY modifies its

model of the learner. We proposed an approach based on

the reinforcement learning in order to adapt exercises’

difficulty to the level and profile of one infant. Our

database contains more than 300 images and we have asked

more than 2000 questions in three weeks considering all the

exercise sessions. The results confirmed that generalization

is not possible and that adaptiveness is important as we

found that difficulty is child-specific. Through the results

we gathered, we also determine the difficulties and facilities

points of each child.

Index Terms—

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent works have been conducted on intelligent

tutoring systems by [1] using algorithms such as

the multi-armed bandit (MAB) in a working envi-

ronment defined with the help of the educators. In

these works, an exploration phase determined the

optimum activity for a child according to his profile.

The results show that the MAB approach better

follows and respects the childs profile in comparison

with the more traditional method where the teacher

proposed activities matching with infants profile.
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Behind these approaches, the intrinsic motivation

of children has been emphasized by [2] to help

the learning process and to optimize the learning

curve. For instance, when you present some novel

stimulus, you could arouse the infants curiosity

and let learning to be more effective. In this line,

[3] proposed to use an auto-encoder to model the

curiosity of children and to study its advantages.

Nonetheless, despite its attractivity, this approach

cannot be fully applicable to children having autistic

spectrum disorders and intellectual disabilities be-

cause of (1) the loose attention they have sometimes

and the effort they need to provide to be concen-

trated, (2) the lack of motivation they get sometimes

from just using the system and participating, (3) the

lack of a specific purpose of the task if they are

not taught by the educator when the questions will

finish and (4) MAB algorithms should be tuned as

the learner model always changes.

In order to overcome these issues, we propose

to develop an intelligent tutoring system called

SPEAKY that follows strictly the ”Applied Be-

havior Analysis” (ABA) method [REF] conducted

in the medical-educational institute (MEI) du Bois

d’en Haut of Ennery (France) where several teams

of educators, instructors and psychologists work

together with impaired infants. The ABA method

consists in analyzing first the behaviour of the child,

and then to intervene in order to enhance this be-

haviour and finally, depending on to the results, the

educator chooses a reinforcement or an inhibition

for it.

To better understand this approach, we can take

into account this example: an educator asks a ques-

tion to the child, she gives an answer if it is correct,

the child receives a reward(a reinforcement), if it is

not right then the child’s response is corrected and if

even the correction is not well assimilated then the

infant behaviour is inhibited. This approach is close
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a coefficient between 0.9 and 0.99 in order to

minimize it progressively. The idea is to explore

the states on the first 20 to 30 questions and

then exploit for the rest of the questions (10 to

20). However, the exploration and exploitation

presented in this part are valid at the general scale.

In fact, we take into account the entire matrix of

states without really considering specifically the

theme and style of images; hence, we can qualify

this approach as a first-level approach (intersystem).

2) Variational Q values search: We used a sec-

ond level of exploration and exploitation, which is

managed according to the variation in the value

function:

δQ = |Qcurrent−Qprevious| (3)

This second level permits to manage exactly the

questions that are too easy or too difficult. For

instance, if the child faces 2 easy questions (2

correct answers), the variation will be zero, it means

that is necessary to explore, in other words change

the subject and the style. The example applies in

the same way for 2 difficult questions (2 wrong

answers). Now, if the variation is not zero, we

can estimate that there has been either a positive

improvement where the child learned, or it could be

a negative progression where the child has moved

from an easy question to a difficult one and did not

know how to answer the difficult question. In its 2

cases we fixed the theme and we change the style.

Obviously, we set a threshold for the value func-

tion variation, according to which the progression

is significant. Moreover, we can consider several Q

previous value to best estimate the variation. This

second level (intra-system) is essential to adapt the

difficulty and to build vocabulary word learning by

playing on themes or styles.

The algorithm works in real time, there is no

”pre-learning” phase where we usually use a random

policy. Both matrices (rewards and value function)

are initialized to 0 for the first work session. Then

for the other sessions, it is obviously necessary to

save and reuse the matrix of the value function that

has been learned.

III. RESULTS

At first, we test our algorithm using the Random-

to-Greedy-Search policy. We took α = 0.5, γ = 0.1

and the exploration parameter ǫ= 0.9 (ǫ is decreased

by 0.95 in each iteration).

We used this algorithm in the last week of work

sessions with infants. A01, J01, B04 and L05 have

participated in these sessions. We present the results

of A01 and B04 between two sessions, respectively

in Figs. 3 and 4. We know that A01 has a better

level than B04. Therefore, we choose a learning

parameter α at 0.5 for A01 and 0.2 for B04. In

this way, the algorithm required better answers to

validate a state as being acquired. Moreover, we set

a better exploration parameter for A01 because we

supposed he would better use his flexibility than

B04. We asked 50 questions for each session and

here the results for two sessions.

The Q values of A01 are displayed in Fig. 3

between two sessions. We can see that A01 bet-

ter performs with uncluttered photo. He improves

himself in the state (grayscale pictogram; Nature)

between the two sessions. We noticed that when

the child reaches highest score in a theme, then

the probability that the algorithm proposes the same

theme with a different style is lightly low. The

algorithm may consider that the child mastered the

theme so basically that it is better to select another

theme

The Q values of B04 are displayed in Fig. 4 be-

tween two sessions. In comparison to A01, B04 has

been in difficulty with the sketches and pictograms

(for F&V, Supplies, Beverage) but the algorithm

proposed the same themes in different styles (Con-

text photo, Grayscale uncluttered photo) and then

he succeeded in these difficult subjects. The use

of a different learning paramter α than A01 makes

the algorithm to perform differently, forcing more

exploration.

In a second part, we tested the second policy with

variational Q values and compared its results with

the first policy presented earlier, see Fig. 5. In order

to compute the variational policy, we computed

the difference between the Q values matrix taken

between two sessions. We found that the results

were better for this policy than for the first one

with infants a little bit more concentrated with the

cumulated quotation level always increasing and not

decreasing as it was the case for the first policy.

IV. DISCUSSION

We proposed an adapative tutoring system based

on reinforcement learning and ABA method for






